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1. INTRODUCTION
Let V be a domain in the complex plane C. We shall say that V is
harmonically accessible from a domain D if there exists a univalent
harmonic mapping from D onto V. If, in addition, D is also harmonically
accessible from V then we say that D and V are harmonically equivalent.
In particular, conformally equivalent domains are also harmonically equiv-
alent. There are domains D and V where V is harmonically accessible
from D but they are not harmonically equivalent. For example, the
 4pointed unit disk V s U _ 0 is harmonically accessible from the annulus
 < < 4D s z; r - z - R , 0 - r - R but not vice versa. More generally, given
any doubly connected domain D of C, then there exists a univalent
harmonic mapping F from D onto V where V is either the pointed unit
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 4  w x .disk or the pointed plane C _ 0 . For more details see, e.g., 4, 8, 11 . It
follows that, in general, one cannot simply choose D s V in order to
characterize a nonparametric minimal surface by a univalent harmonic
map F from D onto V. If V is harmonically accessible from D and if D
is conformally equivalent to G, then V is harmonically accessible from G.
On the other hand, since composition of harmonic mappings are, in
general, not harmonic the property of harmonically accessible is not
transitive. Several authors also have studied harmonic mappings between
wRiemannian manifolds and excellent surveys have been given, e.g., in 5, 6,
x9, 10, 13, 14 .
Although any domain of C containing the point infinity can be mapped
 4onto a pointed plane V s C _ D w , J ; N, by a univalent harmonicjg J j
mapping, the points w cannot be prescribed in general. However, one canj
do it in the following case.
Let K be a compact continuum of C which satisfies the following two
conditions:
 .a C _ K is connected,
 .  4b z g K implies that z q 2p in f K ;n g Z _ 0 .
Define
 4K s z s z q 2p in; z g K , n g Z ,n
D* s C _ K 1 .D n
ngZ
and
 4V* s C _ 2p in . 2 .D
ngZ
The purpose of this paper is to show that V* is harmonically accessible
from D*. In other words, we show explicitly the existence and the behavior
of univalent orientation-preserving harmonic mappings F from D* onto
V*. In order to achieve our goal, we consider instead of F the loghar-
 .  .monic mapping f z s exp F log z , which is defined on the domain
U  . UD s C _ exp K . Applying a conformal mapping from D onto the1 1
complement of the closed unit disk U, D s C _ U, we are led to study
univalent logharmonic mappings defined on D. Such mappings will be
 .introduced in Section 2. We show in Theorem 2.1 that they are of the
form
2gz y p z y p2 b< <f z s z z hg , 3 .  . /1 y pz 1 y pz
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< <where Re b ) y1r2, Re g ) y1r2, p G 1, and where h and g are
 .  4analytic nonvanishing functions on D satisfying h ` g C _ 0 and
 . < < 2 b < .  . < 2g .g ` s 1. We always take for z z y p r 1 y pz resp. the
branch defined by 12 b s 12g s 1. If f is nonvanishing on D, we may
choose p s 1. Univalence criteria are given in Theorem 2.2 and Theorem
2.3. We may multiply f by a positive constant and also apply a rotation to
the preimage. In other words, we may assume that p G 1 and that
<  . <h ` s 1. The family of these univalent logharmonic exterior mappings
 .on D will be denoted by S Section 3 . Mappings belonging to this classLh
 .have the property that ­U l f ­U / B where ­U denotes the unit circle
 < < 4  .z; z s 1 Theorem 3.2 .
The basic result of this article is Theorem 4.4 where we give a complete
characterization of the class of univalent logharmonic mappings from D
 4  .onto C _ 1 which makes it possible to show Theorem 5.1 that V* is
harmonically accessible from the domain D*. Finally, we give an elemen-
tary application to nonparametric minimal surfaces over V*.
We may express Theorem 5.1 in geometric terms as follows. Consider a
univalent harmonic mapping from a surface into the flat cylinder S1 = R.
If we take the conformal model for the flat cylinder, then it is the
punctured plane C _ 0. A logharmonic mapping, which we shall define in
the next section, is a harmonic mapping into C _ 0 endowed with the flat
< < 2 < < 2metric dw r w . Theorem 5.1 states then that the cylinder with a point
removed is harmonically accessible from the cylinder with any compact
continuum removed, provided that it remains a connected set. We are also
led to the more general question as to whether the cylinder can be
replaced by any Riemann surface with its complete metric of constant
curvature.
2. UNIVALENT LOGHARMONIC EXTERIOR MAPPINGS
Let D be a domain of the complex plane C. We say that a function f
defined on D is a logharmonic mapping if f is a solution of the nonlinear
elliptic partial differential equation
f
f s a f , 4 .z zf
<  . <  .where a z - 1 on D and where a belongs to H D .
Suppose that f is a nonconstant logharmonic mapping defined on D
w xand fix a point z g D. By Lemma 2.2 in 1 , there is a nonnegative integer0
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m and a complex number g , Re g ) y1r2 such that f admits in a certain
 .neighborhood V z of z the following representation:0 0
m 2 mg< <f z s z y z z y z h z g z . 5 .  .  .  .  .0 0 z z0 0
 .The functions h and g are analytic and nonvanishing on V z . Notez z 00 0
 .that f z / 0 if and only if m s 0 and that a univalent logharmonic0
mapping vanishes at z if and only if m s 1. Univalent logharmonic0
 w x.mappings defined on the unit disk U have been studied in detail in 1, 2 .
In this section we consider univalent logharmonic and orientation-
preserving mappings f defined on the exterior of the unit disk U, D s z;
< < 4  .z ) 1 , satisfying f ` s `. These mappings are called univalent loghar-
 .  .monic exterior mappings. If f does not vanish on D, then C z s 1rf 1rz
 .is a univalent logharmonic mapping defined on U normalized by C 0 s 0.
 .  z .Moreover, F z s log f e is a univalent harmonic mapping defined on
 4  .the right half-plane z ; Re z ) 0 satisfying the relation F z q 2p i s
 .F z q 2p i and F is a solution of the linear elliptic partial differential
equation,
F s AF ,z z
 .  z .  .where the second dilatation function A z sa e satisfies A zq2p i s
 .  4 w xA z on z ; Re z ) 0 . Such mappings were studied in 3, 7 .
Suppose now that f vanishes on D. We shall show in Theorem 2.1 that f
 .has to be of the form 3 ,
2gz y p z y p2 b< <f z s z z hg , .  /1 y pz 1 y pz
where Re b ) y1r2, Re g ) y1r2, and where h and g are nonvanishing
 4analytic functions on D j ` . Observe that not each function of the form
 .  .3 is univalent. Indeed, the example given in 31 of this paper,
z y 42< <f z s z z , .
1 y 4 z
is not a univalent logharmonic mapping on D but it can be written in the
 .  .  .  .form 3 by putting b s 1, g s 0, p s 4, h z s 1rg z s 4 z y 1 r4 z.
Again, we may connect f with a univalent harmonic mapping F in the
following way. Define
z y p 1 y pz .  .
f z s . .
z
Then
F z s log f fy1 e z .  . .
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  ..is a univalent harmonic mapping defined on the domain D* see 1
w  < < .  < < .xwhere K is the horizontal interval 2 ln p y 1 , 2 ln p q 1 .
It is also interesting to note that the nonvanishing univalent loghar-
 .monic mappings f can also be expressed by the form 3 by putting p s 1.
In other words, there is no need to distinguish each time if f vanishes at a
point p g D or if f is nonvanishing on D. Suppose now that f is univalent
 .  .and logharmonic in a neighborhood V ` of infinity and that f ` s `.
 .Without loss of generality, we may assume that f does not vanish on V `
 .  4and that V ` j ` is a simply connected domain of the Riemann sphere.
 .  .Applying relation 5 to the univalent logharmonic mapping F z s
 .1rf 1rz , we get the representation
2 b< <f z s z z h z g z , z g V ` . 6 .  .  .  .  .` `
Our first result is a global representation of univalent logharmonic
exterior mappings.
THEOREM 2.1. Let f be a uni¨ alent logharmonic mapping defined on the
 .  .exterior D of the closed unit disk U such that f ` s `. Suppose that f p s 0
for some p g D or if f does not ¨anish, let p s 1. Then there are two complex
numbers b and g , Re b ) y1r2, Re g ) y1r2, and two non¨anishing
 4  .  .analytic functions h and g on D j ` such that g ` s 1 and 3 holds; i.e.,
we ha¨e
2gz y p z y p2 b< <f z s z z hg .  /1 y pz 1 y pz
for all z g D.
 .Remark. If f is nonvanishing on D then by putting p s 1 the relation
 .  .3 is of the form 6 .
 .  .  .Proof. a If f is nonvanishing on D then F z s 1rf 1rz is univa-
w xlent on U and Theorem 2.1 follows from Lemma 2.1 in 1 and the above
remark.
 .  .  .b Suppose f p s 0 for some p g D. Then, by 5 , f can be
 .represented in a neighborhood V p of p by
2g< <f z s z y p z y p h z g z , .  .  .  .p p
or, equivalently, by
2gz y p z y p
f z s H z G z . .  .  .p p /1 y pz 1 y pz
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Furthermore, we have
2 b< <f z s z z h z g z .  .  .` `
in a neighborhood of infinity. Define
f z .
C z s , z g D 7 .  .2 b 2g< < < <z z z y p r 1 y pz z y p r 1 y pz .  .  .  . .
and
1
v z s C , z g U. 8 .  . /z
Then v is locally the product of a nonvanishing analytic function and a
nonvanishing anti-analytic function defined on U. Suppose that on an open
connected set O of U, we have
v z s H z G z s H z G z , z g O. .  .  .  .  .1 1 2 2
 .  .  .  .Then it follows that H z rH z and G z rG z are constant on O.1 2 1 2
Since U is simply connected we conclude from the Monodromy theorem
 .  .that there are two nonvanishing analytic functions H z and G z on U
such that
v z s H z G z .  .  .
and Theorem 2.1 follows.
Our next result gives a univalence criterion.
 .THEOREM 2.2. Let f be a mapping of the form 3 . Assume that the
 i t.  i t. w .  i t.boundary ¨alues f e exist, f e / 0, for all t g 0, 2p and that f e
mo¨es continuously on a Jordan cur¨ e G once around in the positi¨ e sense.
Then f is a uni¨ alent logharmonic mapping defined on D if and only if
<  . <a z - 1 for all z g D.
 i t.Remark. We do not require that f e moves monotonically.
 . <  . <Proof. a Assume that there is a z g D such that a z ) 1. Since0 0
<  . < <  . <Re b ) y1r2, we have a ` s br 1 q b - 1 and therefore, there
<  . <exists a z g D such that a z s 1, which implies that f is at least two1 1
 w x.valent in any neighborhood of z see, e.g., 3 . Hence, f is not univalent1
on D.
 . < <  .b Suppose that a - 1 on D. Since a g H D , the point infinity is
 .a removable singularity of a. From the form 3 , we conclude that there is
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 < < 4an R ) 1 such that f is univalent on each circle z; z s R , R G R , and0 0
`  .that its images are simple closed C -cur¨ es. Choose a w g f D . Then0
there is an R G R such that1 0
1
I s darg f z y w s 1 for all R ) R . .ER 0 12p < <z sR
and there is an r ) 1, close to 1, such that
1
I s darg f z y w G 0. . .Er 02p < <z sr
 i t.The later statement follows from the facts that f e is continuous on
 .  .­U and that log v z , defined in 8 , is continuous on U and harmonic on
U. Therefore, we have
1 1
0 F darg f z y w y darg f z y w F 1. 9 .  .  . .  .E E0 02p 2p< < < <z sR z sr
 .  < < 4Since w g f D , we conclude that there is exactly one z g z; r - z - R0 0
which is mapped onto w . This holds for all R G R and all r ) 1 close to0 0
1 and the univalence of f follows.
 .The same idea of the proof can be applied when f ­U lies on a
 .nonclosed Jordan arc G.
 .THEOREM 2.3. Let f be a mapping of the form 3 . Assume that the cluster
  i t. 4sets f e ; 0 F t - 2p lie on a free compact Jordan arc G. Then f is
< <uni¨ alent if and only if a - 1 on D.
< <Proof. The proof of the necessity of a - 1 uses the same arguments
< <as given in the proof of the previous theorem. Suppose now that a - 1 on
D. Choose w f G. Then for r ) 1, sufficiently close to 1 we have0
 .  .  .1r2p E darg f y w s 0. Together with 9 we conclude that there< z <sr 0
 < < 4is exactly one z g z; r - z - R , R G R , which is mapped onto w0 0 0
where R is defined as in the proof of Theorem 2.2. This holds for all0
 .R ) R and r ) 1 close enough to 1. Hence, w belongs to the image f D0 0
and its preimage is a single point in D which shows that f is univalent
on D.
 .COROLLARY 2.4. Let f be a mapping of the form 3 and assume that the
 i t. w .  i t.boundary ¨alues f e exist for all t g 0, 2p and that f e ' q for some
 4  4q g C _ 0 . Then f is a uni¨ alent logharmonic mapping from D onto C _ q
< <if and only if a - 1 on D.
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 i t.Remark. The condition that the boundary values f e exist every-
where is important as the following example shows: Consider
z y 1 1 y 1rz .  .
f z s z s z . .
z y 1 1 y 1rz .  .
 i t.  .Then f e ' y1 for all t g 0, 2p . But the set of cluster points at z s 1
 .is the whole unit circle and we have f D s D.
The next section deals with normalized univalent logharmonic exterior
mappings.
3. THE CLASSES S AND SXLh Lh
Let f be a univalent logharmonic exterior mapping defined on the unit
disk U. Applying an appropriate rotation to the preimage, we may assume
that p G 1. Furthermore, multiplying f by a positive constant we may
 .  . <  . <assume the relation 3 holds with g ` s 1 and h ` s 1. Hence, denote
by S the set of all univalent logharmonic mappings defined on D whichLh
are of the form
2gz y p z y p2 b< <f z s z z hg , .  /1 y pz 1 y pz
where p G 1, Re b ) y1r2, Re g ) y1r2, and where h and g are
 4  .analytic nonvanishing functions on D j ` normalized by g ` s 1 and
<  . <h ` s 1.
Fix t , Re t ) y1r2. Then the transformation
< < 2tT s f f 10 .f
is an isomorphism from S onto S . In particular, we haveLh Lh
2gz y p z y p2 b< <T f z s T z z hg . .  / /1 y pz 1 y pz
2gÄz y p z y pÄ2 b< <s z z HG, /1 y pz 1 y pz
where
Äb s b q t 1 q 2 Re b and g s g q t 1 q 2 Re g . .  .Ä
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ÄObserve that Re b ) y1r2 and Re g ) y1r2. Therefore, we may restrictÄ
our attention to the subclass SX of S defined byLh Lh
X  4S s f g S ; b s 0 . 11 .Lh Lh
X  .  1q2g .  .  ..Let f g S . Then f z s yzrp h ` q o 1 as z ª ` whichLh
shows that SX is not compact with respect to the topology of the locallyLh
uniform convergence. But if we fix p, p ) 1, then we get the following
result:
THEOREM 3.1. Let p ) 1 be gi¨ en. Then the set0
 X 4F s f g S , p s pp Lh 00
is compact with respect to the topology of the locally uniform con¨ergence.
 . <  . <Proof. Since b s 0 we have a ` s 0 and by Schwarz's Lemma, a z
< <F 1r z for all z g D. Given R ) 1, then f g F implies that f isp0
< <  .  .K -quasiconformal on z ) R where K s R q 1 r R y 1 . In particu-R R
<  . < <  . <lar, since a p s gr 1 q g F 1rp , it follows that0 0
1 p0
g y F . 12 .2 2p y 1 p y 10 0
In other words, the set of possible g is bounded and stays away from the
vertical line Re g s y1r2, and therefore, it is a compact set of the
 4domain g ; Re g ) y1r2 . It follows then that F forms a normal familyp0
 < < 4on z; r F z F R for all 1 - r - R - `. Applying the transformation
 .  . < <F s s 1rf 1rs , s - 1, we conclude that F is a normal family onp0
< < < <z ) p , which implies that F is a normal family on z ) r for all r ) 1.0 p0
Finally, applying Cantor's Diagonal procedure to the restrictions of F top0
< <z ) 1 q 1rn, n g N, we deduce that F is itself a normal family. Thep0
compactness follows now by standard arguments for quasiconformal
mappings.
One may be asking why we do not just change the normalization for the
 X . <  . < 1q2 Re gdefinition of S S resp. by requiring h ` s yp instead ofLh Lh
<  . <h ` s 1. The answer to this question is given in the next result.
THEOREM 3.2. Let f g S . Then there is a point eit0 of the unit circle ­ULh
 .which belongs to ­ f D .
 .  .  .Proof. Let v z be defined by the relations 7 and 8 , i.e., put
f z .
C z s , . 2 b 2g< < < <z z z y p r 1 y pz z y p r 1 y pz .  .  .  . .
1
z g D and v z s C , z g U. .  /z
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 .  . <  . < <  . <Then v z s H z G z and v 0 s h 0 s 1. Since H and G are .
analytic and nonvanishing on U, we have by the maximum and the
minimum modulus principle
lim f z F 1 F lim f z . 13 .  .  .
< <z ª1< <z ª1
 .  .Since f D and the omitted set C _ f D are connected sets, there exists at
i t i t0 0  .least one e g ­U such that e g ­ f D .
4. ONE POINTED UNIVALENT LOGHARMONIC
MAPPINGS
 .Let f be a univalent logharmonic mapping defined on D, f ` s `.
Then there is a real number a and a positive constant A such that
 ia . i t0Af e z belongs to S . By Theorem 3.2, there is a point e of ­U whichLh
 .belongs to the complement of Af D . Therefore, if f does not vanish on
D, then the set of omitted values is a continuum. In other words, there is
 .no univalent logharmonic mapping f defined on D such that f ` s ` and
 .  4f D s C _ 0 . We shall see that 0 is an exceptional point, since for each
 4w g C _ 0 , there are univalent logharmonic mappings f such that0
 .  4f D s C _ w . In this section we shall characterize these mappings.0
Again, we assume that p ) 1. Let f g S and let w be an omitted valueLh 0
 .of f. Applying a rotation to the image f D we may assume that w s 10
and we restrict ourselves to the subclass
SU s f g S , p ) 1, w s 1 f f D . 14 4 .  .Lh Lh 0
U  i t.  i tSuppose now that f g S and that f e ' 1 on an interval J s e ,Lh
4 < <a - t - b of the unit circle ­U. Then a s 1 on J and a admits an
 .analytic continuation across J. Since a 1rz s 1r a z , it follows that .
< < < <a ) 1 for z g U close to J. Indeed, a9 does not vanish on J since a - 1
on D. In our first lemma, we shall see that f admits an extension of the
 .  .form f 1rz s 1rf z which we shall call an anti-logharmonic extension
 < < .of f since a ) 1 .
U  i t.LEMMA 4.1. Let f g S and suppose that the boundary ¨alues f eLh
 i t.  i texist and satisfy f e ' 1 on some inter¨ al J s e , a - t - b , 0 - b y
4a - 2p of ­U. Then f admits an anti-logharmonic extension across J and
 .  .we ha¨e f 1rz s 1rf z . Furthermore, h and g admit an analytic extension
across J and we ha¨e
1 z z y p 1 1 y pz .  .
h s and g s /  /z 1 y pz g z z z z y p h z .  .  .  .
 < < 4for all z g V s z; 1rp - z - p and a - arg z - b .
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 < < 4Proof. Define D s z; 1 - z - p and a - arg z - b . Then0
F z s log f z s H z q G z .  .  .  .
z y p
s 1 q b log z q 1 q g log q log h z q b log z .  .  .
1 y pz
z y p
q g log q log g z 15 .  .
1 y pz
 .can be defined as a univalent harmonic mapping on D . By the reflection0
principle for harmonic functions, it follows that F admits a harmonic
extension across J and we have
1
F s yF z , z g V s D j J j D , 16 .  .0 1 /z
 4where D s z; 1rz g D . Since V is a simply connected domain and1 0
< <  .since both functions Re log hg s ln hg and Im log hg s arg hrg can be
extended to harmonic functions on V we conclude that hg and hrg are
analytic functions on V which implies that h and g are analytic on V.
 .  .Next, we substitute 15 in 16 and we get for z g V,
z y p 1
y 1 q b log z y 1 q g log q log h .  .  /1 y pz z
z y p 1
y b log z y g log q log g  /1 y pz z
z y p
s y 1 q b log z y 1 q g log y log h z .  .  .
1 y pz
z y p
y b log z y g log y log g z .
1 y pz
or
z y p 1
log z q log y log g z y log h .  /1 y pz z
z y p 1
s log z q log q log h z q log g . 17 .  . /1 y pz z
Since the right-hand side is an analytic function on V and the left-hand
side is anti-analytic in V, we conclude that
z y p 1
log z q log q log h z q log g ' const. on V 18 .  . /1 y pz z
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or, equivalently,
1 1 y pz
g s A , A / 0, for all z g V . 19 . /z z z y p h z .  .
For z s eit g J, we get
z z y p z z y p 1 .  .
f z s h z g z s h z g s A s 1. .  .  .  .  /1 y pz 1 y pz z .  .
Therefore, we have for all z g V:
1 z z y p 1 1 y pz .  .
h s and g s . 20 . /  /z 1 y pz g z z z z y p h z .  .  .  .
F .  .  .Finally, 16 and f s e imply f 1rz s 1rf z .
U  i t.COROLLARY 4.2. Let f g S satisfy f e ' 1 on ­U. Then f admits anLh
 4anti-logharmonic extension across ­U onto the domain U _ 1rp and f
 .  .  4satisfies f 1rz s 1rf z ;z g C _ 1rp . Furthermore, h and g can be
w 4  4xextended to analytic functions on C _ 1rp j 0 . We ha¨e for all z g V:
eia
g z s , 21 .  .
h z .
1 z z y p .
h s 22 . /z 1 y pz g z .  .
and
1 1 y pz .
g s . 23 . /z z z y p h z .  .
 i t < < 4Proof. Applying Lemma 4.1 to the interval J s e ; 0 F t - 3pr41
 i t < < 4and J s e ; pr4 - t F p we see that f admits an anti-logharmonic2
 4  .extension across ­U onto the domain U _ 1rp . Furthermore, 22 and
 .  .  .  4  .23 hold and f 1rz s 1rf z for all z g C _ 1rp . Next, x z s
 .  .h 1rz g 1rz is a nonvanishing analytic function defined on the unit disk
 i t. <  i t. <U whose boundary values x e exist on ­U and we have x e ' 1. By
 .the maximum and minimum modulus principle we conclude that x z '
ia  . ia  .e on U. Therefore, we have g z s e rh z for all z g D, and hence,
 4also for all z g C _ 1rp .
The next lemma gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a loghar-
U  .  4monic mapping f to belong to S and to satisfy f D s C _ 1 .Lh
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LEMMA 4.3. Let f be a logharmonic mapping on D. Then f g SU andLh
 .  4f D s C _ 1 if and only if f is of the form
2gz y p z y p . 2 b< <f z s z z , p ) 1. 24 .  .
1 y pz 1 y pz .
 .Remark. There are mappings of the form 24 which are not loghar-
  ..monic see, for example, the mapping defined in 31 .
U  .  4Proof. Suppose that f g S and that f D s C _ 1 . Since f isLh
logharmonic on D, f admits the representation
2gz y p z y p2 b< <f z s z z h z g z , 25 .  .  .  . /1 y pz 1 y pz
where p ) 1, Re b ) y1r2, Re g ) y1r2, and where h and g are
 4nonvanishing analytic functions on D j ` . By Corollary 4.2, we have
 . ia  .  .g z s e rh z and therefore, 25 becomes
2gz y p z y p h z .2 bia < <f z s e z z . 26 .  . /1 y pz 1 y pz h z .
 .  .  .Combining 21 , 22 , and 23 , we get for all z g C
eyi a z z y p h z .  .
h 1rz s 27 .  .
1 y pz .
which shows that h has a simple zero at z s 1rp and a simple pole at
z s 0. Therefore, we have
pz y 1
iah z s e 28 .  .
pz
 .and, by 23 ,
pz
g z s . .
pz y 1
ia .  .  .Since f 1 s h 1 g 1 s 1, we get e s 1. From the substitution of 28 .
 .into 26 , we conclude that
2gz y p z y p pz y 1 pz2 b< <f z s z z .  /1 y pz 1 y pz pz pz y 1
2gz y p z y p2 b< <s z z  /1 y pz 1 y pz
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 .which is of the form 24 . Conversely, let f be a logharmonic mapping of
 .the form 24 . Then
eit y p .
i t yi tf e s e ' 1 . yi t1 y pe .
and the univalence of f follows from Corollary 2.4 and the definition of a
logharmonic mapping.
 .As we have already remarked, not all mappings of the form 24 belong
to SU even if Re b ) y1r2 and Re g ) y1r2. We had to require that fLh
<  . <is logharmonic, i.e., a z - 1 on D. Direct calculations show that the
second dilatation function is
2 2 2b pz y 1 q g 1 y p q b 1 q p z q 1 q b p .  .  .
a z s 29 .  .2 2 2b p y 1 q g 1 y p q b 1 q p z q 1 q b pz . .  .
which is of the form
z y A z y B .  .
ida z s e , if b / 0 30 .  .
1 y Az 1 y Bz .  .
and
eid z y C 1
a z s or a z s , if b s 0. .  . 2z z1 y Cz
< < < <The condition a - 1 is equivalent to the requirement A ) 1 and
< < < <B G 1, if b / 0 and C ) 1, if b s 0. For instance,
z y 42< <f z s z z 31 .  .
1 y 4 z
 .  . ..  . ..is not logharmonic since a z s 1 y 2 z z y 4 r 1 y 4 z z y 2 and
 .a 2 s `.
Our main result of this section is the following theorem.
U  .  4THEOREM 4.4. A mapping f belongs to S and f D s C _ 1 if andLh
 .only if f is of the form 24 ,
2gz y p z y p .2 b< <f z s z z , p ) 1, .
1 y pz 1 y pz .
where b and g satisfy the inequality
Re g ) y1r2 and
b 1 q g y g 1 q b 1 p .  .
y F . 32 .2 21 q g q g p y 1 p y 1
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 .Proof. First, assume that g s 0. Then a z vanishes at the points z s p
 . < <and z s 1 q b rb p, and the condition a - 1 on D is satisfied if and
< < < <  .  .only if 1 q b G b p. Next, assume that g / 0. Since a p s gr 1 q g ,
Ã 2t< <it follows that Re g ) y1r2. Apply the transformation f s Tf s f f ,
Ã U U .where t s ygr 1 q 2 Re g . Then f g S if and only if f g S and weLh Lh
Ã Ã  .have b s b q 2t Re b q t . Furthermore, f is a solution of 4 with
 . .  . .respect to a s 1 q g a y g r 1 q g y g a . In other words, f isÃ
Ãlogharmonic if and only if f is logharmonic. Hence, f is logharmonic if
Ã Ã< < < <and only if 1 q b G b p or equivalently,
1 pÃb y F .2 2p y 1 p y 1
 .  .Therefore, 32 is a necessary and sufficient condition for 24 to define
a logharmonic mapping.
For b / 0, we have seen that the dilatation function a of the mappings
U id .  4  . < <f g S , f D s C _ 1 , is of the form 30 where e s brb , A ) 1 andLh
< <B G 1. It is natural to ask if for each such a there is a one pointed
U  .mapping f g S which satisfies the partial differential equation 4 . FromLh
id .  .  .29 we conclude that ABe s 1 q b rb and AB s 1 q b rb. Hence
eidA and B cannot be chosen independently and the answer to the above
question is negative.
Our next result is a nonexistence theorem.
Ã U Ã .  4THEOREM 4.5. Let f belong to S so that f D s C _ 1 and let a be itsÃLh
 .second dilatation function. Then there is no other uni¨ alent solution f of 4
U Ã .  .with respect to a which belongs to S and satisfies f p s f p s 0.Ã Lh
U  .Proof. Let f g S be a solution of 4 with respect to a. DefineÃLh
Ã .  .  .F z s f 1rz rf 1rz . Then F is a bounded logharmonic mapping
 .defined on the unit disk U which is a solution of 4 with respect to the
Ã i t .  .  .dilatation function a z s a 1rz . Since f e ' 1, the cluster setsÃ1
  i t.4   i t.4F e , 0 F t - 2p , coincide with the cluster sets f e , 0 F t - 2p .
 .Hence, either the interior of the omitted set C _ f D is empty or a
nonempty domain of C. In the first case, we conclude that F is a constant
Ãand, therefore, we get f s cf for some c g C. Moreover, there is an
eit0 g ­U such that the cluster set of f at eit0 contains the point 1. Hence,
c s 1. Now, suppose that F is not a constant. Then F is a bounded and
 .open mapping. Hence, F U is a nonempty domain G of C. Since the
cluster set of F at eit coincides with the cluster set of f at eyi t. They form
a bounded connected set T of C, it follows that G is a simply connected
 i tdomain such that ­ G s T. Choose a w g G and suppose that z s e ;0
40 F t F 2p winds once around the unit circle ­U in the positive direc-
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 .tion. Then the total change of arg f y w is 2p and, therefore, the total0
 .change of arg F y w is y2p . But this is a contradiction to the fact that0
F is an open orientation-preserving mapping on U. Hence, F is a constant
and Theorem 4.5 is proved.
5. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT
Recall that a domain V is harmonically accessible from a domain D if
there exists a univalent harmonic mapping from D onto V. Let K be a
compact set of C which satisfies the following two properties:
 .  45.1 If z g K then z q 2p in f K ;n g Z _ 0 .
 .5.2 K and C _ K are connected sets.
Define
 4K s z s z q 2p in; z g K , n g Z ,n
D* s C _ KD n
ngZ
and
 4V* s C _ 2p in .D
ngZ
We shall show that V* is harmonically accessible from D*. In other words,
we have the following result:
THEOREM 5.1. There exists a uni¨ alent harmonic and orientation-preser¨ -
 .ing mapping F from D* onto V* such that F ` s `.
Remark. The mapping F is not uniquely determined.
Proof. If K is a single point q of C, consider the mapping w s z y q
which shows that D* and V* are conformally equivalent and, hence, also
harmonically equivalent. Suppose now that K is a continuum. Define
 . z  .   4.  .s s f z s e . Then we have f D* s C _ E j 0 where E s f K s1 1 1
 .f K is a compact set which does not contain the origin for all n g Z.1 n
Furthermore, E and C _ E are connected sets. Define
U  4D s f D* j 0 .1 1
and
f s y f 0 .  .
t s f s s f s , .  .2  /1 y f 0 f s .  .
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U  .where f is the conformal mapping from D onto D s C _ U, f ` s `,1
 .  .and f 0 ) 1. Since 32 is satisfied for g s b s 0, f is a univalent2
U  4  .logharmonic mapping from D onto C _ 1 satisfying f ` s ` and1 2
 .  .  .f 0 s 0. Finally, put F z s log f ( f z . We show that F has the2 2 1
desired properties.
 .Fix z g D*. Then the possible values of F z are w q 2p im, m g Z,0 0 0
for some fixed w g V*. The same holds for all the possible values of0
 .  .F z q 2p ik , k g Z. Let g ' z t , 0 F t F 1, be a closed curve in D*0
  ..   ..which starts and ends at z . Suppose that F z 0 s w . Then F z 1 s0 0
  ..w q 2p in for some n g Z. It follows that f ( f z t , 0 F t F 1, is a0 2 1
 .continuous closed curve winding n times in the positive sense around the
  ..origin. The same holds for the continuous closed curve f z t , 0 F t F 1,1
 .from which we conclude that z 1 s z q 2p in s z and, therefore, we0 0
have n s 0. In other words, F is a well-defined function on D*. Applying
the same argument backwards for a closed curve in V* starting and ending
at w we conclude that F is univalent on D*. Finally, for each z g D*,0 0
 .there is a neighborhood V z belonging to D* where F is of the form0
F z s H z q G z , .  .  .
 .  .which shows that F is harmonic on V z . Since f s is an orientation-0 2
preserving mapping defined on DU , it follows that F is a univalent1
harmonic and orientation-preserving mapping from D* onto V* and
Theorem 5.1 is established.
We finish this article with an elementary application to nonparametric
 4minimal surfaces over the domain V* s C _ D 2p in . Let S sng Z
  ..u, ¨ , s u, ¨ be a nonparametric minimal surface over the domain V*,
which is represented by a univalent harmonic and orientation-preserving
mapping F from D* onto V* by
u z s Re F z .  .
¨ z s Im F z .  .
s z s "2Im yF F dz.’ . H z z
Moreover we may assume that F is a solution of the elliptic partial
’  . < <differential equation F s AF , where A g H D* and A - 1 on D*.z z
2 < < 2 < <.2 < < 2Since the Riemannian metric of S is ds s F 1 q A dz , it followsz
that x s Re z and y s Im z are isothermal parameters for S. It is inter-
ª .   .  .esting to note that the exterior unit normal vector n z s n z , n z ,1 2
 ..  .  .n z , n z G 0, to the minimal surface S known as the Gauss mapping3 3
 .depends only on the second dilatation function A z of F. More precisely,
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we have
ª ’ ’ < < < <n s 2 Im A , 2 Re A , 1 y A r 1 q A . 33 .  .  . .
ªThe inverse of the stereographic projection of the Gauss mapping n,
 w x.’ir A z , is called the Weierstrass parameter see, e.g., 12 . .
 .  .Suppose now, in addition, that F satisfies F z q 2p i s F z q 2p i. It
ª .  .follows then that the Gauss map n z , defined in 31 , is periodic, i.e., that
ª ª .  .n z q 2p i s n z .
 .a K is a single point q g C. Then F admits a univalent harmonic
extension across the points q q 2p in, n g Z, onto the whole plane C. On
’ < <the other hand, A admits an analytic extension onto C satisfying A - 1
on C. Therefore, A is a constant and F is an affine transformation. In
other words, S is a plane.
 .b K is a continuum. Let f , f, and f be defined as at the beginning of1 2
this section. Then f (fy1 is a univalent logharmonic mapping from D2
 4 y1 .onto the pointed plane C _ 1 normalized by f (f ` s ` and2
y1 .  .f (f p s 0 for some p s f 0 ) 0. The second dilatation function2
 .  .  .a z defined in 29 is connected with A z by the relation
A z s a f e z , z g D*. .  . .
z  .’ ’Since A z s a f e g H D* , each zero of A has to be of even .  . .
 .order. Hence, together with 30 ,
2zf e y B 1 .
idA z s e or A z s .  . 2z z1 y Bf e . f e . .
< <for some d g R and some B, B ) 1. Then the following two cases can
appear:
 .I S has no horizontal tangent plane and for all w s u q i¨ , ¨
ª ª .  .  .  .fixed, we have either lim n w s 0, 0, 1 or lim n w s 0, 0, 1 .uª` uªy`
 .II S admits exactly one horizontal tangent plane over each strip of
 4width 2p , w s u q i¨ ; u g R and ¨ F ¨ F ¨ q 2p .0
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